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Abstract – Extraction of meaningful information by using
artificial neural networks, where the focus is upon developing new
insights for sports performance and supporting decision making,
is crucial to gain success. The aim of this article is to create a
theoretical framework and structurally connect the sports and
multi-layer artificial neural network domains through:
(a) describing sports as a complex socio-technical system;
(b) identification of pre-processing subsystem for classification;
(c) feature selection by using data-driven valued tolerance ratio
method; (d) design predictive system model of sports performance
using a backpropagation neural network. This would allow
identifying, classifying, and forecasting performance levels for an
enlarged data set.
Keywords – Classification, data pre-processing, multi-layer
neural networks, sports performance.

I. INTRODUCTION
The prediction of sports performance is carried out using
different methodological approaches. The first and most
common approach found in the literature has to do with the use
of traditional statistical methods, such as linear discriminant
analysis, multivariate discriminant analysis [1], multiple linear
regressions [2], and probit and logit model [3]. The next step in
solving the classification problems starts with the establishment
of induction methods. Some of the most popular of this kind are
recursive, ID3, C4.5, CN2, C5.0, kNN (k-nearest neighbours
algorithm), and structural equation modelling, which compares
theoretical models to datasets [4].
The current trend in the intelligent nonlinear system
modelling research is concerned with the integration of artificial
intelligence (AI) tools: intelligent agents, neural networks,
evolutionary algorithms, fuzzy technology, and support vector
machines [5] in a framework for solving complex adaptive
problems [6].
There are not a lot of studies referring to the evaluation of
sports performance, especially, based on a socio-technical
system by putting into practice artificial neural networks
(ANNs). On the other hand, this method has been used and
proven useful in other fields, such as medicine, engineering, and
economics.
Although ANNs have been successfully applied to a wide
range of supervised and unsupervised learning problems, they
have not often been applied for data mining settings, in which
the comprehensibility of learned models and the time required
to induce models from large datasets are two fundamental
considerations [7].
The rest of this article is organised as follows. In section II,
the applicability of neural network methods to the task of data

mining based on socio-technical systems theory is considered.
Specifically, one may be willing to consider complexity and
nonlinearity using neural networks. In section III, related
studies using trained neural networks on sports performance are
uncovered. Section IV covers a comprehensible system
architecture consisting of the proposed pre-process and
classification subsystems for sports performance classification.
Conclusions and scope for future research are mentioned in
Section V.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Conceptually, performance of the socio-technical system is
assessed based on the use of the system, the relevant data
mining concept and the artificial neural model.
A. Concept of Complex Socio-Technical System Modelling
The fundamental problems of social and technical sciences
are the study of nonlinearity, complexity and randomness [8].
These constructs can be evaluated based on inherent
performance, decision-making, and coordination structures and
networks in different industries, i.e., size, aggregation,
communication among human population, and evaluation of
their efficiency and effectiveness towards different markets.
It is now recognised that many of our ecological, social,
economic, and political problems are also of a global, complex,
and nonlinear nature [9]. Today the fast-changing environment
presents a challenge for complexity research practitioners, who
rely on the systems theory [10]. Indeed, we are surrounded by
and integrated into nonlinear, unsmooth and random systems or
systems of systems, where rules and networks whether
technical, environmental, immune or social could not be easily
predicted and controlled [11].
System models, which involve people and technology in the
workplace, are called socio-technical systems (STSs). These
systems include a network of users, developers, information
technology at hand, and the environments in which the system
will be used and supported [12]. The systems include
complexity as an important paradigm across disciplines in
science, sports, and business, which should include system
modelling. Complexity theory to the study of STS describes a
complex system for which it is difficult, if not possible, to
reduce the number of parameters or characterising variables
without losing its essential functional properties [13].
It seems that the concept of complexity under consideration
can improve the methods of modelling and the design of a
complex STS. It is pointed out that while studying complexity
one should take into consideration: (a) ontological levels of
complexity; (b) the variety and quantity of constituent elements
of a complex system along with their interrelation; (c) the
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increasing cognitive resources needed to make sense of more
complex systems.
There are seven varieties of theories of complexity listed in
[8]: computational complexity, Kolmogorov complexity and
algorithmic information theory, stochastic complexity,
descriptive complexity theory, information-based theory of
complexity, descriptive complexity theory, Diophantine
complexity, and nonlinear dynamic complexity.
A truly complex system would be completely irreducible.
This means that it would be impossible to derive a simplified
model from this system without losing relevant properties [10].
The process of modelling is quite challenging as it includes
many entities that cooperate among themselves. According to a
decision making problem, the architecture of system modelling
can be constituted by one model or an ensemble of models. The
unifying concept resulted in the study of STS as a non-linear
system. Moreover, most soft and hard systems are nonlinear in
nature and characterised as complex.
Considering sports as an STS will provide a basis for
applying methods and techniques to develop a model describing
performance as socio-technical events that occur at multiple
levels [14]. Figure 1 summarises the definitions of each STS
component and the nature of relationships among the
components.
Social sub-system

Technical sub-system

Structure

Technology

Actors

Tasks

Wichern [21] emphasise five main categories of data mining,
including classification, prediction, clustering, market basket
analysis, and description.
The task of the classification is to discover the optimal class
membership
f:D→C
from
the
given
dataset
D = {t1,…,ti,…,tn}, where ti is ith data record and class set
C = {c1,…,cj,…, cγ}. The ti are usually m-dimensional vectors,
which are called input variables [22].
There are two different distinctions of data classification
problem: (a) dichotomous where the class labels either 0 or 1
are assigned to an unknown data item; (b) model P(c|t), which
outputs not only a class label for a data item, but also a
probability of class membership [21].
One of the challenges in building classifiers is that it is
typically high dimensional, large M with a relatively few
samples, N. Supervised learning is used for classification,
whereas unsupervised learning is used for clustering [23].
Ofoghi et al. [24] when analysing sports performance data
indicate that there are three main attributes, which are of interest
to sport scientists, namely, ranking, time, and scores. The sports
performance analysis involves: (a) major data mining methods,
i.e., classification, clustering, relationship modelling, rule
mapping; (b) data mining techniques, i.e., k-means, regression
analysis, Bayesian networks, neural networks; (c) sports
performance analysis requirements, i.e., performance
prediction, demand analysis, real-time decision making.
A comprehensive sports performance analysis involves
different data mining methods and techniques. Table I
summarises [25] the major use of four data mining methods
examined
in the paper.
TABLE I
DATA MINING METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Fig. 1. Socio-technical system [15].

Hence, nonlinear system modelling has attracted a lot of
attention in many areas such as classification and decision
making, process monitoring, control, optimisation, and
prediction [16]. System identification and performance, in
connection with a decision-making process, are modelling
procedures, which are based on mathematical representation of
mapping of a large amount of input and output and of a large
amount of data for complex dynamical systems [17].
B. Data Mining in Sports
Data mining presents building intelligent descriptive and
predictive models incorporating the relationship between the
description of a situation and a result related to the situation [4],
[18]. Vercellis [19] has noted that data mining is based on
inductive learning methods, whose main purpose is to derive
general rules starting from a set of available examples. Data
mining methodology, techniques and tools help develop a
knowledge based system that can assist sport trainers in
decision making [20]. The data mining system is classified on
the basis of functionalities. The major data mining
functionalities are classification, prediction, clustering,
association rule mining, and characterisation [18]. Johnson and

Method
Classification

Clustering

Technique

Sport

Naïve Bayes

track cycling

linear discriminant analysis

rugby

linear discriminant analysis

rowing

linear discriminant analysis

long jump

k-means

track cycling

k-means

golf

self-organising maps

basketball

mixed

decathlon

Relationship

linear regression

swimming

modelling

neural networks

swimming

neural networks

aerobics

Rule mining

neural networks

football

association rules

basketball

association rules

table tennis

Consequently, the mapping, which starts from the sport
domain to the data mining domain for performance analysis,
serves a starting point to combine sport science as a STS and
computer sciences. As the present paper focuses on the study of
neural network modelling, the data mining method
classification has been chosen.
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To sum up, the objective of classification is to predict (the
class) user-specified goal attribute based on the values of other
attributes, called the predictive (feature) attributes. The goal
attribute might be the prediction of whether or not a sportsman
is ready for competition, while the predictive feature attributes
might be the stress level or consumption of the supplement.
There are many different approaches to solve classification
tasks – the most popular ones [25] are to apply artificial neural
networks (ANNs) and linear genetic programming (LGP).
C. Artificial Neural Network for Sports Performance
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be described as an
extremely simplified model of brain cells that cooperate with
each other to perform the desired function [26].
The complexity of brain neurons is highly abstracted when
modelling artificial neurons. The main advantages of ANN are:
(a) the opportunity to retrieve hidden information that allows
solving complex problems; and (b) the ability to generalise and
produce both linear and non-linear outputs [27].
Neural network methods are not commonly used for data
mining tasks because they often produce incomprehensible
models and require long training times. However, using two
approaches of neural network learning algorithms: (a) rule
extraction and (b) easy-to-understand networks, one would be
able to produce comprehensible models that do not require
excessive training times [7].
For several decades researchers from many scientific
disciplines areas have been putting their efforts for designing
ANN predictive models considering the following problems:
pattern classification, clustering and categorisation, function
approximation, optimisation, content-addressable memory, and
control [28]. ANNs represent one of the most successful
identification techniques used to model nonlinear dynamics,
complexity and randomness of systems. ANNs represent a
modern branch of automatic control theory, which has existed
for several years and suggests an alternative solution to this
problem. ANNs have been effectively used for approximating
complex nonlinear functions [29]. However, they cannot cope
well with feature interaction. ANNs are treated as black box
learning and it is difficult for humans to understand or interpret
the classification explicitly.
In this paper, a classifier is developed that predicts readiness
or unreadiness for performance using the rough set data-driven
valued tolerance ratio method and backpropagation learning
algorithm (RS-BPNN).
III. RELATED STUDIES
Pfeiffer and Hohmann [30] have shown that training science
views itself as an integrated and applied science, developing
practical measures founded on the scientific method. Here, the
interrelations between different variables or variable sets are
mostly of a nonlinear character. In these cases, methods like
neural networks, e.g., the pattern recognising methods of selforganising Kohonen feature maps or similar instruments to
identify interactions might be successfully applied to analyse
data. Two examples are given, in which neural networks are
employed for pattern recognition. While one investigation deals
with the detection of sporting talent in swimming, the other is

based on game sports research, identifying tactical patterns in
team handball. The third and last example shows how an
artificial neural network can be used to predict competitive
performance in swimming.
Memmert and Perl [31] outline a framework for analysing
types of individual development of creative performance based
on neural networks. Consequently, two kinds of sport-specific
training programs for the learning of game creativity in real
field contexts have been investigated. By using neural
networks, it is now possible to distinguish between five types
of learning behaviours in the development of performance, the
most striking ones being “up-down” and “down-up”.
By using a multi-layer-perceptron neural network, a model
to predict the flight of javelins has been developed by Maier et
al. [32]. The input parameters to the model are three release
angles and the velocity at release, while the output is the
distance reached. The neural network model was found to
predict actual flights of javelins within 5 %, with a mean
difference between the model and real throws of 2.5 %. The
model was used to generate maps of distances reached for
different combinations of release parameters.
Dut-Mazumder et al. [33] have explored the factors that best
explain the performance of association football teams.
According to the dynamical system analysis, movement
patterns in team sports exhibit nonlinear self-organising
features. Artificial neural networks as nonlinear processing
tools are becoming increasingly popular to investigate the
coordination of participants in sports competitions. Typical
ANN learning algorithms can be adapted to perform pattern
recognition and pattern classification. Particularly,
dimensionality reduction by a Kohonen feature map (KFM) can
compress chaotic high-dimensional datasets into lowdimensional relevant information. Such information would be
useful for developing effective training drills that should
enhance self-organising coordination among players.
Silva et al. [34] present a study on the use of neural network
to create realistic models of swimming performance prediction.
To support the creation of swimming performance prediction
models, the authors have identified the factors explaining the
performance in the 200 meters individual medley and
400 meters front crawl events in young swimmers. The authors
suggest that the neural network tool can be a good technique in
the resolution of performance modelling problems.
Iyer and Sharda [35] have investigated team selection for
international sports competitions, which requires predicting
performance of individual athletes. Researchers have described
the use of neural networks to rate players and select specific
players for a cricket competition. The neural networks are
employed to predict each cricketer’s performance in the future
based upon their past performance. The classifier of the
cricketers into three categories – performer, moderate and
failure – has been developed. The neural network models have
been progressively trained and tested using four sets of data.
The trained neural network models have then been applied to
generate a forecast of the cricketer’s near term performance.
The results have shown that the neural networks can indeed
provide valuable decision support in a team selection process.
The comparison of the studies performed by different
researchers clearly shows that a neural network can be used as
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a comprehensive tool for sports performance analysis.
Choosing the most appropriate model means the creation of a
comprehensive system architecture based on STS and ANN
design.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system architecture describes a model bringing
together sports performance analysis requirements and data
mining classification method through the scope of sociotechnical components. The ANN is used to analyse sports
performance for decision making.
A. System Architecture
The structure of the proposed system is organised to combine
the data and mathematical model to help decision makers, i.e.,
trainers, sport agents, in their work. The process of decision
making is divided into three main stages. The data management
module that includes a database is designed to contain the data
required to evaluate sports performance. The exclusion stage is
the pre-process subsystem, where compatibility and restrictions
are identified. Finally, the evaluation stage is the classification
subsystem, where the ANN classifies feasible attributes on the
basis of performance criteria in order to identify the preferred
decision as the best opportunity. The architecture of the
proposed system is shown in Fig. 2.

Sports dataset

Pre-process subsystem
Handling missing data

Feature selection with data-driven valued
tolerance ratio

Classification subsystem
Training data

Testing data

Training using
backpropagation

Testing trained
neural network

Trained neural
network

Classification
results

Sport performance evaluation and decision-making
Fig. 2. System architecture.

The proposed system functions by using sports dataset,
which consists of four sub-datasets revealing the training and
competition objectives for high performance. Missing values of
the sports dataset are handled by the mean imputation method.
Special attention is given to data reduction based on the novel
data-driven valued tolerance relation method for feature
selection. The classifier of the sports performance evaluation
and decision making will be developed by using a two-step
backpropagation neural network. Finally, the classification
accuracy and sensitivity will be evaluated.
B. Dataset Description
First of all, the attributes of sports are specified as
classification variables. Data are recorded based on four main
components of STS: actors, structure, tasks, and technology
constructs. Using the STS system modelling approach, four
datasets are proposed to be used. These datasets
include: : sportsmen’s expressions, i.e., stress level, medical
: structure expressions, i.e., field activity,
descriptors;
: task expressions, i.e., athletic training, stamina
stadium;
training; and : technology expressions, i.e., sportswear, sport
gadgets [36].
The selection of the most informative attributes for each
dataset is carried out using correlation-based feature selection.
This method is based on correlation searching for attributes,
which have high correlation with class attributes and the
smallest possible inter-attribute correlation.
C. Handling Missing Values and Normalisation
Data pre-processing techniques [37] include data cleaning
(replacing missing values by manually entering values or using
some constant values or using some constant values instead of
the missing values), data reduction (discretisation of attribute
values and determining attribute informativeness), and data
transformation (normalisation, construction of new attributes
and attribute aggregation).
Three different types of missing values can be distinguished
[38]: a) missing completely at random (MCAR); b) missing
random (MAR), and c) not missing at random. When opting for
dealing with MCAR, the most commonly used methods are
mode imputation, mean imputation, median imputation, most
frequent value imputation, and bypassing.
In the proposed study, missing values will be handled as
follows. According to the MCAR type, the mean imputation
will be used. This method replaces the missing values xi with
the mean of the existing values for the corresponding attribute i
if the attribute is ordinal, and with mode if the attribute is
nominal [38]. Juhola and Lurikalla [39] found good results for
classification in two-class datasets with up to 20–30 % missing
values, but showed that it was not sensible to use a dataset with
higher percentage of missing values.
The data transformation process consists of data
normalisation. Data are normalised by using z-score
normalisation with standard deviation. This method is widely
used in data mining because it does not require defining the
maximum and minimum limits to attributes [4]. The equation
for normalised value of attribute ` :
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λ

D. Feature Selection
Attribute reduction is a key concept in the rough set theory.
An attribute reduct can be interpreted as a minimal set of
attributes that can satisfy some special criteria. In general, there
are two strategies of reduct and feature selection: (a)
algorithmic approach seeking quick algorithms to compute the
reducts; (b) decision approach finding appropriate features for
classification problems. The main purpose of feature selection
is to reduce the number of features used in the classification
while maintaining acceptable classification accuracy [40]. For
instance, information gain criterion is one of the commonly
used criteria for feature selection.
Feature selection, the process of selecting relevant features,
has been widely used in model construction using the rough set
theory [41]. In the sports performance approach, a novel datadriven valued tolerance ratio (DVT) method for feature
selection is proposed based on the idea of data-driven data
mining. No additional feature selection is performed and all
embeddings are calculated directly from the provided data.
The corresponding thresholds need to be determined before
defining an attribute reduct. There are two strategies applied to
set threshold value: (a) subjective method where the values are
provided by users or domain experts; (b) objective method
where the values of the given measures are based on the entire
set of attributes [42].
Any information system is < U, AT >, where U is a nonempty finite set of objects, called universe, AT is a set of
attributes. The tolerance ratio TB [43] is defined as follows:
∈

|∀ ∈
∗∨

∗

,

(2)

where B is a subset of the attribute set AT with ⊆
. For
any x in U, the tolerance class TB(x) can be calculated, for any
y in TB(x), the tolerance degree PB(x, y) can be calculated, where
is the maximum, and
is the minimum threshold, i.e.,
max

|

,

∈

,

(3)

and
min
For any x in U, there are
be assumed that
min

|

,

∈

.

and
|

∈

(4)

. Accordingly, it can
,

(6)

.

∈

Therefore, the threshold in the value tolerance ratio can be
calculated as follows:

where ̅ – the mean value of attribute A;
`
– the i-th value of attribute A;
n – a number of records in the dataset.

,

|

max

(1)

̅

(5)

min min max

,

, max min

,

. (7)

Algorithm for threshold selection :
Input: the attribute subset ⊆
Step 1: For any x in U calculate its tolerance class TB (x).
and
using (3) and
Step 2: For any x in U calculate
(4).
and
using (5) and (6).
Step 3: Calculate
using (7).
Step 4:
,
min
Data-driven valued tolerance (DVT) can be defined as
follows:
,
where

|

∈

,

∪

,

(8)

is the identity relation on U.
|

,

∈

.

(9)

According to (8) and (9), the lower approximation of an
object set X can be calculated as follows:
∪
∈:

⊆

,

(10)

and the upper approximation
∪
(11)
.
∈
Considering an incomplete decision table
,
∪
, a condition attribute set ⊆ , then the positive region
of the decision table with reference to B is defined, where U / D
is a partition of U with reference to D
∪
∈ /

.

(12)

Algorithm for feature selection:
Step 1: Find the lower approximation of each class
using (10).
Step 2: Find the upper approximation of each class
using (11).
Step 3: Compute positive region of the set of attributes by
using (12).
means of
Step 4: Find tolerance ratio TB of a positive region of the set
of attributes (2).
Step 5: Select attributes as reduct.
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E. Data Classification
The classification process consists of two steps: (a) training
dataset; and (b) testing dataset. Cross validation technique is
used to randomly portion the pattern set into a training set and
a test (validation) set. For the proposed experimental analysis,
the pattern set is divided into a training set to train the network
and a testing set in the ratio of 70 to 30 [44].
After executing the pre-processing stage that provides clean
datasets for both training and testing processes, the data are
forwarded to the third classification stage, which is modelled on
a feedforward neural network with error backpropagation. In
other words, the attributes after the feature selection are
connected to the input of backpropagation neural (BPNN)
network. The architecture of the proposed BPNN is shown in
Fig. 3.
j
𝒟1

k

l

m

ሺ𝑘ሻ
𝜙𝑖 ሺ∙ሻ𝜃 ሺ𝑘ሻ

n

Σ

100 %,
where

Σ

x1
Σ

F. Classification Accuracy
The classifier accuracy (13), classifier sensitivity (14), and
classifier specificity (15) determine and evaluate the
correctness of classes classified within the embedding and
calculated (for two classes) as follows [45]:

o

ሺ𝑛ሻ
𝜙𝑖 ሺ∙ሻ𝜃 ሺ𝑛ሻ

𝑦ො𝒟1

receives selected dataset attributes from the input layer j.
There is one hidden layer k with p nodes with sigmoid
. Thirdly, the intermediate layer
activation function
∙
l receives the results of the classification and forwards them
further to Step II where the n layer also receives selected
., , and . There is
attributes from three other datasets
one hidden layer n with q nodes with sigmoid activation
. Finally, there is layer o where the results
function
∙
of output provide with a linear activation function.

(13)

– the classifier accuracy;
TP – the number of true positives;
TN – the number of true negatives;
FP – the numbers of false positives;
FN – the number of false negatives.

Σ

𝒟2

Φ

100%,

(14)

x2
where

p

𝒟3

q

Φ

𝑦ො𝑜
𝒟4
Σ

– the classifier sensitivity, and

where

100%,

(15)

– the classifier specificity.

Besides, the receiving operating performance metrics as a
graphical measurement tool can be determined.

Σ

V. CONCLUSION

x
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡→𝑘

𝑤𝑘→𝑙

𝑤𝑚→𝑛

I step

𝑤𝑛→𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑢𝑡
II step

where 𝒟1 , … , 𝒟4 – datasets;
x1,…, xi – inputs;
j, m – input layers;
k, n – hidden layers;
l – intermediate layer;
p, q – hidden layers nodes;
ሺ𝑘ሻ
ሺ𝑛ሻ
𝜙𝑖 , 𝜙𝑖 – the sigmoidal function;
ሺ𝑘ሻ ሺ𝑛ሻ
𝜃 , 𝜃 – the bias function;
l, o – output layers;
𝑦ො𝒟1 – intermediate output;
ෝ𝑦𝑜 – output.
Fig. 3. Architecture of BPNN for sports performance.

The structure of BPNN consists of two steps, which include
the following: firstly, the feature selection by calculating the
threshold and tolerance ratio; secondly, each unit of k layer

The aim of this study has been to show the applicability of
socio-technical system theory and structurally connect the
sports and multi-layer artificial neural network domains.
The study has shown that the use of the artificial neural
network technology for solving the classification tasks can
create realistic models of sports performance prediction based
on the previously selected criteria in sports performance related
issues.
A narrative review of data mining for sports performance is
given. To cover all aspects of sports performance analysis, the
task requires data pre-processing and classification.
Further research should empirically validate and:
 determine the most suitable classifier for sports
performance evaluation;
 develop a comprehensible system for complex nonlinear
sports performance;
 consider and choose the number of neurons in hidden
layers;
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 extend the proposed methodology to obtain more than two
performance classes;
 calculate the accuracy of the neural network and compare
it with previous data from the literature.
Finally, it can be considered that the neural network tool can
be a good approach in the resolution of complex problems, such
as performance modelling and talent identification in a wide
variety of sports.
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